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April 20, 2020 

DEBUT Fiction Novel – 75 Chapters; 83,245 words, and 458 pages  

Hey There, my influential Hay House Editor, and meticulous staff,  

You are looking for something different, something unique that is 

sellable. I get it, you peruse thousands of queries and book 

proposals. What makes mine different? Why me? 

I lost the eyesight in my left eye when I was a wee babe. I know 

poor me, boo hoo, no yay me! It made me different. I had to 

develop my other senses more to assist me, as in my hearing became amazing, I could hear 

conversations in another room. My Spidey senses created me to feel things yards away from me. 

Including my sixth sense . . . I had to use all my other senses to see as you do, in 3D.  

So, what does this have to do with my book? 

I was three the first time I remember seeing a ghost. But it wasn’t until I was in my early thirties 

that I started to pay attention, not until it was messing with my job.  

So, what does a person do, who sees ghosts? Write about it.  

My DEBUT novel, “Journey of a Soul,’ is ready to be published.  

This first novel of the ‘Gifts Granted By Spirit’ series is about a girl who dies, 

SUZANNAH, and her sister, LEXI, who has a horrific dream about her and starts on a 

rescue mission with a medium, TAMARA, and a Reverend, EDWARD to save her soul. 

But what Lexi thought she knew of Heaven, Hell, and the Underworld was far different 

than she ever could have imagined. 

The novel is based on my real-life experiences (I’m Tamara in the novel). As a writer, 

teacher, and practitioner, my main goal is to help a person understand what happens to a 

soul that doesn’t make it into the light – Heaven and what miracle they would need to 

have a second chance. 

My proposal is funky… fiction novels that go with a nonfiction companion guidebook. Two 

books, one that tells a story (for the visual and feeler learners) and the other is a manual (for the 

audio and knower learners). 

It gets better! I have the six self-published nonfiction companion guidebooks already out there 

(They were the manuals I used when I taught at the college).  

I have proof that ghosts exist, and I have taught thousands of students and clients from all over 

the world how to use their ‘Extra Sensory Perception’ to sense them.  
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It gets better!  

I am a third the way through writing the second novel, ‘Celestial Language of a Soul,’ which the 

companion guidebook, ‘Your Persona…The Mask You’ is already published. 

Can it get better? Maybe. 

I love to talk! I am soooo excited to do more of it… live events, book signings, workshops, 

seminars. You get the idea. I am ready to take the second part of my life to a whole new level. 

Just tell me when I can start… I know I am working on my platform (wish I knew this part years 

ago).  

Enjoy the Journey! You only live once, or do you? 

Love and Light, Constance Santego 

 

P.S. I loved the Hay House Writer’s Workshop with Reid Tracy. I am submitting this book 

proposal for ‘The Journey of a Soul’ in response to Hay House’s one manuscript invitation.  

Please find my submission of a fiction novel proposal, Journey of a Soul (Based on real-life). 

This book proposal encompasses the teachings of one of the nine spiritual gifts granted by spirit, 

‘distinguishing spirits,’ and my coaching and soul branding.  

 

Celebrity Foreword & Endorsements (TBA) 

I have received an email saying that Sage Lavine, womenrockingbusiness.com will be doing an 

endorsement.  
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Journey of a Soul  
First, you must Believe.  

Second, will you pass the Evaluation? 
 

A Novel [1st in the series, The Spiritual Gifts granted by Spirit]  

                                                                    ‘The Gift of Distinguishing Spirits’  

 

             Constance Santego  
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WHY HAY HOUSE? 

 

In 1997, I read Louise Hay’s ‘Heal Your Body.’ It took me two years to believe what she had 

written. I had used her book as a reference to my client’s illnesses, and to my surprise, it was 

always accurate.  

In 2000 I opened a Holistic College where students came for six months of full-time studies. 

Louise Hay’s ‘Heal Your Body,’ became one of the mandatory textbooks. 

While I owned the accredited college, I had a bookstore, and many of the authors were from Hay 

House. Today many of the speakers I go to are from Hay House. Hence, even though I have self-

published many books, I believe it is time I become a Hay House Author.  

Checklist of my goals I have so far accomplished: 

✓ Written and Self-published Several Non-Fiction Book(s)  

✓ Public Speaking  

✓ Developed Courses & Workshops 

✓ Offer Coaching Sessions 

✓ Ikona Oracle Cards 

✓ Ikona, Dream Bigger Game(s) 

I am ready for the next adventure in my life. I am ready for the dedication, public speaking, 

workshops, and anything else that is needed to become a New York Times Best Seller.  

As you will find, I have queried self-publishing ‘Journey of a Soul’ through your Balboa press. I 

do dream of being a Hay House Author and Speaker one day and look forward to seeing your 

name on my books, all of them. 

Sincerely, Constance Santego 
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OVERVIEW - WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?  

GENRE – Fiction, Christian Paranormal, with a hint of Magical Realism 

CATEGORY – Adult Fiction 

SERIES – Book 1 of 6+ 

PLOT – Rescue 

SETTING of the 1st novel – New York City, USA, October – December (Modern day) 

CHARACTERS – Protagonist – Lexi Constantine, Victim – her older sister Susannah, 

Antagonist – The underworld  

STORY -  

First, you must believe. Second, you must pass the evaluation. 

When Lexi’s sister suddenly dies, her entire world changes. Tormented by the fear that her sister 

was denied entry into Heaven and is in danger of losing her soul to dark energies, Lexi sets out 

on a rescue mission to find her and help her ascend into Heaven.  

But after stumbling upon Tamara, a wise and powerful medium, Lexi soon discovers that the 

truth is much bigger than she ever could have imagined. All she ever wanted to be was a famous 

fashion designer, but instead, Lexi ends up in witness protection, running from the mob, and 

going undercover, all the while making sense of the new world, she finds herself in.  

And if her life wasn’t turned up-side down already, the scariest part was when her sister’s soul 

becomes a ghost. Lexi learns that it will take all of their skills – and the help from the spirit 

world – to save her sister.  

She is faced with the ultimate question… how do you convince a soul to believe? 

Based on true-life experiences as a medium, this powerful and spiritual book explores the world 

of spirits, Heaven, and what it takes to enter the pearly gates. If you like enlightening Spiritual 

fiction, then you won’t want to miss Journey of a Soul. Grab your copy today! 

 

 

P.S. My ninety-three-year-old Catholic grandmother, triggered my desire to write this novel. She 

has a fear that she is not good enough to gain entrance into Heaven. What better way to help her 

then to write a story for her? Even my agnostic son started to give me ideas to go into the book.  

This book is the first novel in ‘The Nine Spiritual Gifts Granted By Spirit’ series. It focuses on 

‘the Power of Distinguishing Spirits,’ which is one of the nine spiritual gifts listed in the Bible.  
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In my novel ‘Journey of a Soul’ I weaved into the story these following issues:  

 

Based on the concept - Distinguishing Spirits – one of the nine spiritual gifts from the Bible 

• The entrance requirements needed to get into Heaven 

• The importance of believing in the level of love and light (which I call Heaven) 

• Soul retrieval from the Void 

• Becoming a ghost and why not to 

• How to get into Heaven if you didn’t make it the first time 

• Take the virtue and sin evaluation test 

• Contacting the spirit world and how to protect yourself 

• Why it says, ‘don’t talk to spirits’ in the Bible 

• The importance of testing a spirit before you communicate with it 

• Attachments that steal your life force energy 

• Symptoms of pain in your body might mean you have an entity attachment 

• The Underworld 

• Removal of dark entities with the help of Archangel Michael 

• Reincarnation and past lives 

• Choices you have once you are in Heaven 
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FACT 

 

This novel was inspired by Spirit, to give you the reader a new perspective, a unique way to learn, 

and a new opportunity to empower your life. And when it is time, be assured that you will gain 

entry through those Pearly Gates.  

All Biblical references, science, and Tamara’s (Constance’s) personal ghost stories and teachings 

are real (slightly changed to fit the character of Tamara). All characters other than Tamara are 

fictional. 

I had a hoot researching and choosing the New York City locations that my characters live in 

(Truth be told, at the time of writing this book I haven’t had the pleasure of being to the Big Apple, 

but now that my characters are from there, I am going to have to visit. It feels like home).  
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 

To be honest I cannot find a book quite like mine. Sure, I can find all kinds of books on Spirits, 

Heaven, Mediums, and Archangel Michael, but not one that is focused on the bibles ‘the Gift of 

Distinguishing Spirits’ and how to get into Heaven from a soul’s perspective.  

The closest books I have found are:  

The Discerning of Spirits, by Frank Hammond 

The gift of discerning of spirits is a powerful weapon in the Christian's arsenal! When 

God calls us into ministry, He equips us. God has called all of us into spiritual warfare 

and spiritual battle. His Church will be a militant Church, and the "gates of hell shall not 

prevail against her." The weapons God supplies us with are not carnal or fleshly 

weapons, but spiritual ones, they are "mighty through God to the pulling down of strong 

holds." We are equipped by God for spiritual warfare through the gifts of the Holy Spirit 

mentioned in 1 Corinthians 12. God has said that these are the channels through which 

His power will flow, the avenues through which His Holy Spirit will operate. Chief 

among these gifts for the ministry of deliverance is the gift of discerning of spirits. We 

must rely upon the Holy Spirit for the ministry of deliverance and nothing else, not the 

arm of the flesh or the voice of demons. Frank Hammond explains the application of this 

gift to the believer and provides examples of how it has worked in his own ministry. He 

concludes with a prayer of impartation for the reader to receive this gift and the gifts of 

knowledge, wisdom and faith. 

Getting to Heaven: Departing Instructions for Your Life Now, by Dan Piper 

From the author of the multimillion-selling bestselling, 90 Minutes in Heaven, spiritual 

instructions for living and preparing for eternal life. 

Since publishing his inspirational bestseller in 2004, Don Piper has traveled the world 

spreading his message of faith—certain faith—in the promise of Heaven. In Heaven is 

Real, Piper shared how life's trials can be turned into spiritual lessons, when we are open 

to the certainty of God's grace and love. 

Now, in his first new book in four years, Piper draws on his own firsthand experiences 

with the joys of Heaven—as well as the lessons found in the Gospel—to offer a set of 

"departing instructions," helping readers face the inevitable battles ahead, prepare for 

eternal life, and, starting today, live a happy, fulfilling, purposeful life on Earth while 

preparing for the glories of Heaven. 
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The Discernment of Spirits: An Ignatian Guide for Everyday Living, by Timothy M. 

Gallagher OMV 

St. Ignatius Loyola, founder of the Jesuits, is one of the most influential spiritual leaders 

of all time, yet many readers find his Rules for Discernment hard to understand. What can 

Ignatius teach us about the discernment of spirits that lies at the very heart of Christian 

life? In The Discernment of Spirits, Fr. Timothy Gallagher, a talented teacher, retreat 

leader, and scholar, helps us understand the Rules and how their insights are essential for 

our spiritual growth today. By integrating the Rules and the experience of contemporary 

people, Gallagher shows the precision, clarity, and insight of Ignatius's Rules, as well as 

the relevance of his thought for spiritual life today. When we learn to read Ignatius 

correctly, we discover in his remarkable words our own struggles, joys, and triumphs. 

This book is for all who desire greater awareness of God's action in their daily spiritual 

lives, and is essential reading for retreat directors, spiritual directors, priests, and 

counselors. 

Wisdom of Souls: Case Studies of Life Between Lives From The Michael Newton Institute, 

by the Newton Institute 

Discover Revolutionary Case Studies of Transcendent Experiences with Spirit Guides, 

Departed Loved Ones, Elders, and the Higher Self 

Wisdom of Souls is filled with awe-inspiring stories of healing and wisdom experienced 

by people from all walks of life. Learn what it's like to take an astral journey to the realm 

of spirit, where loving guides and higher beings of light provide instruction and warm 

encouragement. 

Following in the footsteps of Dr. Michael Newton's bestselling books Journey of 

Souls and Destiny of Souls, this book provides profound spiritual insights and lessons that 

will help you connect to your own inner wisdom and gain a new perspective on your life 

challenges. Within these pages, you will read amazing stories of people whose Life 

Between Lives® experiences helped them manage family conflicts, cope with health 

issues, improve their romantic relationships, advance their careers, and resolve 

debilitating anxiety and depression. Compiled by members of the Michael Newton 

Institute for Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy, Wisdom of Souls provides breathtaking 

evidence of the life that awaits in the realms of spirit. 
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THE MARKET 

 

Even though over the years, my other published books have been Non-Fiction, New Age, Self-

Help, and Holistic Health interests, I feel this novel will appeal to a new audience… genre 

Fiction, Fantasy, Christian, and New Age readers – mostly women, age 40 plus. 

I am counting on the power of word of mouth - Journey of a Soul will attract people who 

fear death, have a loved one who is dying, healers, lightworkers, and natural health 

practitioners. 

I have written Journey of a Soul  

– To ease the curiosity of a person dying.  

– To inspire I have a soul to ascend into Heaven.  

– A Virtue and Sin Evaluation pre-entrance exam that a person can take to see how they 

are doing so far. All one needs is 51% or better in the Virtues column to get through 

the pearly gates. 

– For a soul to move on and not become stuck to a person, place, or thing – as a ghost. 

 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

It is estimated, that in the next TWENTY YEARS, millions upon millions of people will die. 

 

The Boomers (1946 to 1965) – this age group includes 760 Million Women & 675 Million Men.  

The youngest of this group is 55 years old,  

Religions – 2.1 Billion people who believe in Christianity 

I have written the book based on a Christian belief, but the ending you will find is for any 

religion.  

– How to get into Heaven 

 

New Age & Metaphysics – 15 Million people who believe in Spiritualism  

– If anyone is in this line of work, I give how to do soul retrievals, 

– Rules and laws of the spirit world, 

– True stories from a medium. 
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Following is a list of the top twenty religious’ beliefs, my book focuses more on Christianity, 

Buddhism, and Spiritism, but all religions could gain some insight, and the ending includes them 

all. 

Top Twenty Religions: 

1. Christianity (2.1 billion people) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in an afterlife, and some 

believe in reincarnation.  

2. Islam (1.3 billion) - Virtue & Sin test, believe sleep or reincarnate, all believe in an afterlife. 

3. Nonreligious (Secular/Agnostic/Atheist) (1.1 billion) - Virtue & Sin test for memories only 

and have no belief in an afterlife. 

4. Hinduism (900 million) / KARMA - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in reincarnation, and all 

believe in an afterlife. 

5. Chinese traditional religion (394 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in an afterlife of 

immortality. 

6. Buddhism (376 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in reincarnation, all believe in an 

afterlife and Nirvana. 

7. Primal-indigenous (300 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in an afterlife, and a Great 

Spirit. 

8. African traditional and Diasporic (100 million) – believe in a Supreme Creator. 

9. Sikhism (23 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in reincarnation, but believe there is no 

afterlife.  

10. Juche – North Korean (19 million) – believe man is the master of his destiny. 

11. Spiritism (15 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believer in an afterlife and that the soul can 

evolve. 

12. Judaism (14 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in reincarnation and all believe in an 

afterlife. 

13. Bahai (7 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in an afterlife. 

14. Jainism (4.2 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in an afterlife and enlightenment. 

15. Shinto (4 million) - Virtue & Sin test  

16. Cao Dai (4 million) - Virtue & Sin test, all believe in reincarnation, all believe in an afterlife 

and Nirvana. 

17. Zoroastrianism (2.6 million) - Virtue & Sin BRIDGE test; fall off, you go to purgatory for a 

re-test. Cross and you get an afterlife.  

18. Tenrikyo (2 million) - Virtue & Sin test  

19. Neo-Paganism (1 million) AKA Wiccan - believe in an afterlife – also called Eternal 

Summer. 

20. Unitarian-Universalism (800,000) – Science & Spiritual based, all blessings and open to the 

idea Heaven might exist. 
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PROMOTION  

 

Drawing on my extensive work as a speaker and workshop presenter, I have put together a 

dynamic program for promoting ‘The Spiritual Gifts Granted By Spirit.’ Journey of a Soul Novel 

and Archangel Michael Spirit Guide Handbook is one of the topics. Each speaking engagement 

and workshop promotes the action to purchase more books and workshops. All the knowledge in 

all of my books works together. 

• I will be working with a professional company to promote myself, pitching articles, getting 

radio interviews, and speaking engagements. As I have already dedicated tens of thousands of 

dollars to my marketing, I will be continuing to do so.  

• I am considering hiring a social media expert to build my blogging and social media platform.  

• I will be creating Journey of a Soul workshops across the country, using the leads I have set up 

in my years as a workshop presenter.  

• I am considering creating my own podcast operations.  

• I will continue to submit articles to magazines for publication and to write press releases.  

• I will continue to update and sell through my website, www.constancesantego.ca 

• I have extensive experience as a public speaker, as listed below, and will be utilizing my 

contacts for speaking engagements.  
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MARKETING PLAN 

 

Word of Mouth 

Book Signing 

More Speaking Tours: I LOVE to speak in public!  

Workshop & Courses: Online & Onsite – this is my professional background 

Retreats: Once per year, somewhere fabulous around the world (I do this already) 

Live Events: On average, about ten a year, but willing to do more. 

Webinars: I use Zoom and Facebook 

Podcasts & Radio. 

Social Media: I continually learn and grow with my platform. 

Gift a copy of the book to churches, hospitals, funeral homes, ebook to libraries 

National TV: Willing and able… did you say Lady O? 

Free Videos for Book Launch: I have created many YouTube videos and will continue to do so. 

Have the book(s) published in other languages 

Celebrity Endorsements: The book will begin with a celebrity forward. 

Sage Lavine womenrockingbusiness.com has agreed to do an endorsement. 

On my wish list is; James Van Praagh, and Dougall Fraser  

Possibly be promoted on a person’s Instagram and Facebook page that has a huge following.  
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 

Constance Santego is a Master Educator and Healer of the Holistic and 

Spiritual Arts, a Canadian author of six books, two of which are 

series. She is known for bridging the body, mind, and soul 

consciousness to create your dreams into reality. 

Constance’s background is in business, owning her first company at the 

age of twenty-seven until her back went out and she had to sell. 

Learning how to heal herself holistically, she gained many, many 

certificates and diplomas in spirituality and natural healing from 

fantastic schools around the world. 

In 1999, she opened a school that became accredited in the holistic arts 

and ran that until 2012 teaching students from all over the world how to heal themselves and 

others. 

Constance earned her bachelor’s degree in Holistic Health Sciences from Quantum University in 

Hawaii, USA. She continually strives to advance her knowledge and is currently in the process 

of attaining her Ph.D. and DOCTORATE in Natural and Integrative Medicine. 

Connie believes that the art of healing seems to open a gate to quantum energy, where magic 

seems to be taking place. If I can teach others to do what I can do, it must be science-based, it 

can't be just magic... and if these teachable gifts are in the Bible, then it has been taught for over 

two thousand years.  

Constance is also an international speaker. She has delivered keynotes on The Inner Genie, and 

The Nine Spiritual Gifts granted by Spirit throughout the United States, Mexico, and Canada. 

My website: www.constancesantego.ca  

My credentials: https://constancesantego.ca/bio-constance-santego/ 

 

  

http://www.constancesantego.ca/
https://constancesantego.ca/bio-constance-santego/
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MY BACKGROUND 

I was three the first time I remember seeing a ghost. By the age of eight, I knew how to close my 

eyes and never see again. I was brought up Catholic, and at the age of sixteen, after being to the 

Vatican City, I decided religion was not exactly what I thought it was.  

After hurting my back due to a work-related issue, I was on a quest to heal myself. On my 

journey as being a natural health practitioner, spirits reappeared into my life, changing my belief 

in ghosts and the spirit world forever.   

At the age of thirty-three, I magical owned a school. A few years later, it became an accredited 

college. After fourteen years, I opened a second school in Vancouver, B.C. It bankrupted me, 

and I lost everything—even my faith and ability to see spirits. 

I was devastated and embarrassed, not able to forgive myself. Not just because I went bankrupt, 

but because I didn’t listen to spirit. I was told to sell my college to my twenty-one-year-old 

daughter. Instead, I went and opened a second school. It took seven years before I could hear 

spirit again. 

Hindsight. . . I wish I had known better questions to ask spirit. 

I have a vision from when I was in my early thirties. I am on stage, speaking. It is an indoor 

amphitheater that can hold approximately eighteen-thousand people. It is packed. I am not sure 

what I am saying, but I can see what I look like. I know this is going to happen. I do not know 

when, or how, or why. I know I am speaking, and people are listening. This vision is what guides 

me every day of my life. I follow my instincts, pray, a lot, and listen to spirit. 
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WHY ME? 

I believe I am on Earth to enjoy my last visit and to learn what I need to, for the memories are 

what I will keep. The life lessons are what I will keep, experiences for what I will need for my 

job as an. . . not sure if I get to call myself an archangel… but for whatever I get to be called, I 

know I will be of service to the human world. I will make a difference if not on Earth then in the 

Spirit world.  

I will be helping Archangel Michael bring souls home. 

Summing Up What Is Waiting For You In The Afterlife?  

• Know that whatever you believe is what is going to happen to you.  

• Know ahead of time where you are going to go when you die! Just have a demand 

and command! Or at least say, “I am going to the level of love-light energy 

(Heaven).” 

• Knowing that without a belief system, you can, unfortunately, become a ghost. 

• Know that if you do not have a belief system in place, it may take many years, 

decades, or an eternity as being a ghost before you get help from a human who 

can sense you, to go into the light. They cannot do it from Heaven! You had free 

will on Earth. They are honoring that wish!!! 

• Know that on your deathbed that you can ask for forgiveness, and it will be 

granted.  

• Know that if you do not want to be, you will not be alone on the other side. 

• Know that the spirit world is there to help you. 

Now open your eyes… and Believe. 
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MY SELF-PUBLISHED SOFTCOVER & EBOOKS 

 

I own the rights to all of these. These books are from the courses I taught and some that I still 

teach. https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/ 

 

BOOKS – NONFICTION – Self help 

 

The Intuitive Life, A Guide to Self-Knowledge & Healing through Psychic Development 

 

Fairy Tales, Dreams and Reality… Where Are You On Your Path? – Goal Setting 

 

Your Persona… The Mask You Wear – Personality Channels & Traits 

 

Angelic Lifestyle – 42 Day Energy Cleanse  

 

Archangel Michael’s Soul Retrieval Guide 

 

Secrets of A Healer Series: 

Magic of Aromatherapy (Vol I) 

Magic of Reflexology (Vol II) 

Magic of The Gifts (Vol III) 

Magic of Muscle Testing (Vol IV) 

Magic of Iridology (Vol V) 

Magic of Massage (Vol VI)  

 

Magic of Hypnotherapy (VII) Almost ready for publishing 

Magic of Reiki (VIII) Almost ready for publishing 

 

BOOKS - FICTION 

 The Nine Spiritual Gifts Granted By Spirit Series  

Ready for Publishing - Journey of a Soul 

MY BOARD GAMES 

Ikona – Dream Big (1-7 players) - https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/ikona-dream-

big-game/ - goes with everything I teach 

Fantasy Edition (Master Goal Setting) - https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/fantasy-

edition/ - goes with the Ikona game and Fairy Tales book 

  

https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/
https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/ikona-dream-big-game/
https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/ikona-dream-big-game/
https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/fantasy-edition/
https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/fantasy-edition/
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MY ORACLE CARDS 

Motivational Oracle Cards – three different sets - Body, Mind, & Soul - 

https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/ - part of the game but also can be used by 

themselves. I see many more sets being created. 

  

https://constancesantego.ca/books-game/
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PRIOR PUBLIC SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 

 

Westgate Convention Center, Las Vegas USA, 2019, The Inner Genie 

Valle De Guadalupe MX, 2019, The Power of Reiki 

Okanagan College, Kelowna BC Canada, 2019, Your Persona 

Pyramid Winery, Kelowna BC Canada, 2019, Inner Genie Meditation 

Spring Festival, Naramata BC Canada, 2007, Celestial Language 

 

Podcasts and Radio 

Own Your Awkward with Andy Vargo, Seattle - Aired: 3/25/2019 @ 3:00pm PDT 

Elevated Radio New York - Aired: 3/26/2019 @ 12:15pm PDT 

News For The Soul Radio New York City - Aired many times in 2019 

 

Magazine Articles 

Issues magazine – Many over the years. 

Aromatherapy Journal – 2002 

Interior Wellness magazine – Spiritual Gifts Granted by Spirit Spring issue 2020 

 

Taught College Courses 

Langara College, Vancouver BC Canada, 2011, Spa Health & Regulations 

Canadian Institute of Natural Health and Healing  

• Kelowna BC Canada, 1999 – 2010 Holistic Health & Spirituality 

• Vancouver BC Canada, 2011, Holistic Health & Spirituality 

Media Kit https://constancesantego.ca/live-events/media-room/ 

 

https://constancesantego.ca/live-events/media-room/
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MY FUTURE BOOK(S) VISION 

When I owned the Natural Health College, I found when I taught, that there are four types of 

learners: Audio, Knower, Visual, and Feeler students. My plan is to write novels for the Visual 

and Feeler enthusiasts and a Companion Guide for the Audio and Knowers. A reader can further 

their knowledge on the subject and learn ‘how to’ do the spiritual gifts I speak about in each 

story.  

Each topic and novel I write is based on one of the nine spiritual gifts listed in the Bible: 

Wisdom, Knowledge, Faith, Healing, Miracles, Prophecy, Distinguishing Spirits & Tongues 

(speak and interpret). Each novel has a ‘Companion Guide’ that corresponds to my self-help 

manuals.  

Take this book proposal, Archangel Michael’s Soul Retrieval Guide, it goes with the 1st novel 

in the Spiritual Gifts Granted by Spirit Series:  Journey of a Soul – ‘Distinguishing Spirits’  

My 2nd novel in the Spiritual Gifts granted by Spirit series, (I am 1/3 through writing this book) - 

Celestial Language of a Soul – ‘Tongues’ goes with my already published manual:  Your 

Persona… The Mask You Wear. Detailing the Audio, Knower, Visual, and Feeler Personality 

Channels and Traits. 

Plans for the 3rd novel ‘Healing of a Soul,’ in the Spiritual Gifts granted by Spirit series, goes 

with my already published manual:  Secrets of a Healer – Magic of. . .  

▪ Magic of Reflexology 

▪ Magic of Aromatherapy 

▪ Magic of Muscle Testing 

• Magic of Massage (Vol VI) Ready for publishing 

• Magic of Hypnotherapy (VII) Almost ready for publishing 

• Magic of Reiki (VIII) Almost ready for publishing 

 

4th The Spiritual Gift of Prophecy – Novel will be ‘Prophecy of a Soul’ and  

This handbook is already published: The Intuitive Life, but needs to be reprinted in a second 

edition 

5th The Spiritual Gift of Faith and Miracles – Novel will be ‘Energy of a Soul’ goes with my 

already published manual: Angelic Lifestyle 

6th The Spiritual Gift of Knowledge & Wisdom – Novel will be ‘Manifestation of a Soul’ goes 

with my already published manual: Fairy Tales, Dreams and Reality… Where Are You On 

Your Path? 
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MY PLATFORM 

 

I know, Reid stresses this many times in the Hay House Writers course…I have started to 

seriously work on gaining a following and creating an e-mail list. 

As of February 2020 

Facebook –  Connie Santego – 2228+ 

  ConsanceSantegoo - 113 

Twitter -  74+ 

Email List – 500 

Instagram –   800+ (real followers) 

 

AUTHOR CONTACT 

 

 

Constance Santego 

460 Keithley Rd Kelowna, BC Canada V1X 2N7 

1-778-214-6831 

csantego@gmail.com 

www.constancesantego.ca 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.constancesantego.ca/

